Cedar Class Take Away Homework – Spring Term 2020
Over the course of this term please try and complete at least one task per week from the Homework Take Away Menu below. On weeks where you have more time go for a Hot or even an Extra Hot
Task. On those weeks where you may have less time – try a Mild or Lemon and Herb task. We will share homework weekly and house points will be given out for homework completed!

00

Test different materials and come
up with a list of properties (e.g.
waterproof, bendy, strong etc)

Write a short story about a magic
potion. Get an adult to help you
spell check your work.

Use a computer or tablet to
research how something is made.
(you could watch an episode of
Inside the Factory) Draw a diagram
of how it’s made.

Invent a magnificent machine of
your own. Draw or make a model
to share with the class.

Choose 1 household object. Think
about the material it has been
made from and talk about why that
material was used.
Research facts about Easter
celebrations. (e.g. lent, Shrove
Tuesday, Ash Wednesday, Maundy
Thursday etc)

Find different ways to make 100.

Write a list of adjectives from the
book you are reading.
Draw a timeline to show the
history of an everyday item
(e.g. car, phone)

Learn your number bonds to 20
(pairs of numbers that make 20)

Use a tape measure to measure
yourself (arm/leg/finger length etc)

Write a short story and underline
all the common exception words.

Choose your favourite ‘Magnificant
Thing’ from home. Draw a picture of it
and write about why it is so
important.

Use known x sums to work out
÷ sums.

Practice your 2, 5 and 10 timestables.

Choose 1 toy. Find out what
materials it is made from.

Write a book review for a book you
have read.

Practise counting to 2s, 5s and
10s. Talk about the 2s as even
numbers and the 5s when
telling the time.

Design a new chocolate Easter egg.
Think about the egg and the
packaging.

Go on Reading Buddy

Work out missing number x and ÷
sums (5 x  = 30, 12 ÷  = 4)

Talk about seasonal weather and
keep a weather chart for a week.

Learn your number bonds to 10
(which pairs of numbers make 10)

Bring in your favourite book to
share with the class.

Find some interesting facts about
the Victorians

Paint or draw a view from one of
your windows at home.

Choose 10 common exception
words you can’t read and learn to
read them.

Visit the country park and see what
you can learn about the history of
Clare.

Practise + 10, - 10 and x 10 sums
Practise reading weighing scales by
following a recipe.
Learn the names of some famous
people from Suffolk. Find out
why they are famous.

Research facts about Easter
traditions to share with the class.
(e.g. eggs etc)
Hunt for things made from wood,
plastic and metal in your house
or out and about. Which is the
most common material?
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